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A man's heart can be judged by the way he treats animals! 
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In these tough times of the global pandemic, Sneha's Care has been working

continuously for animal care and treatment. Our team has been constantly

focused on helping and aiding street animals in need without even the

slightest of hesitation. Sneha's Care Team urges everyone to be more

considerate to animals and show empathy towards the animals. 
 

VEGANISM: Let's learn something new!
We conducted vegan education programs in six districts of Nepal where we

went to different schools and introduced the concept of veganism to students.

We gave group presentations to students where we briefed them about the

importance of veganism. We taught them how veganism helps us to lead a

healthy lifestyle and also asked them to carry the message forward.

A day out with the animals!



We organized shelter and farms visit of 23 veg club leaders from 23 different

schools in Kathmandu. The leaders were shown cow farms, pig farms, goat

farms, buffalo farms, and a dog shelter. They were given an opportunity to

have a look and inspect the animals. During their visit, we explained why

certain animals are exploited for profit and then abandoned when they no

longer become useful to humans and gave examples of human exploitation of

animals.

VEGANISM: What's cooking here?
The 23 veg club leaders who had been invited for the farm visit had also been

invited for a vegan cooking class in a leading restaurant in Kathmandu. The

leaders were introduced to some well-known vegan chefs in Kathmandu.

These chefs explained in details with live demonstrations, the process of

preparation of different vegan food items. The participating leaders were

then given an opportunity to taste these vegan food samples where most said

they loved the food. The students assured us that they will try to prepare

these foods at home.

 

Population Control!
The overpopulation of dogs is turning out to be a big problem in the

Kathmandu valley. The increase in their numbers in the streets is making it

difficult for them to find food and shelter and at the same time can cause

problems for humans too. The way out of the overgrowing population of

strays is the sterilization of street dogs. This month we were able to sterilize

12 dogs in Kathmandu Valley.



Field Treatment & Rescues!
We have been carrying out field treatments for sick and injured animals on a

daily basis. On average, we carry out 6-7 field treatments every day and

treat them on the spot. If the animals are critical, we bring them to our

shelter and look after them until they recover. Currently, we have over 170

dogs, 30 cows, 9 pigs, and 7 goats at our shelter and farms. This month we

rescued 11 dogs and three of our dogs have been adopted. 
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Sneha's Care is a  non-profit animal welfare organization, based in Kathmandu, Nepal. 

We take action to STOP  the animals from suffering.
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